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What is BROAD?

Tackling world’s problems with Chinese wisdom



24 world’s first inventions (proprietary technologies)

1. The world’s first floating-ball controlled, pressure-free hot water boiler (1989)

2. China’s first non-electric direct-fired air conditioner (DFA) (1992)

3. The world’s largest production lines & biggest testing platform for non-electric A/Cs (since 1996)

4. The world's No.1 seller of non-electric A/Cs by sales volume (since 1996)

5. The world's first three-in-one non-electric A/C, providing cooling, heating, and hot water (1994)

6. The world’s first non-electric A/C equipped with a plate heat exchanger (1997)

7. The world’s first non-electric exhaust-fired A/C (1999)

8. The world's first exhaust, waste hot water, or natural gas powered non-electric A/C (2001)

9. The world’s first non-electric A/C with no vacuum pump used throughout its operation life (2006)

10. The world's first zero-resistance inverter-controlled water distribution system for central A/C (2003)

11. The world’s first global networking monitoring system of central A/C (1996)

12. China’s first to implement "Energy Management Contract" for central A/C (2005)

13. The world’s first non-electric A/C manufacturer with its complete product range passing the European 

and American quality and safety certifications (1999)

14. China’s first DFA national standard (2001)



24 world’s first inventions (proprietary technologies)

15. The world’s only indoor unit with an electrostatic cleaner (2005)

16. The world’s only air purifier with the functions of electrostatic cleaning and oxygen deficiency monitoring (2006)

17. The world’s only clean fresh air machine that can filter 99.9% of PM2.5 and recover 80% of the heat (2008)

18. The world’s only mobile phone that can detect PM2.5 level (2009)

19. China’s first thoroughly- renovated community with 15 cm thermal insulation and 3-paned windows (since 2008)

20. The world’s first factory-made building with a construction speed of 3 floors per day, 5X energy efficiency, 

and 100X cleaner air (2009)

21. The world’s only ultra-light and ultra-strong structural technology that replaces honey comb slab with core tubular 

stainless steel slab (B-core slab) (2016)

22. The world’s only hot air copper brazing technology for B-core slab (2017)

23. The world’s only B-core slab building (2017)

24. The world’s only B-core slab bridge (2018)



BROAD systems are deployed in 80+ countries



1.3km2 BSB Factory



BROAD Factory-made Building: A Brief History

In 2009, BROAD developed the factory-made steel-structured building, achieving a

construction speed of three storeys per day

In 2010, in just one day, BROAD built a 6-storey BROAD Pavilion at Expo Shanghai.

In 2015, BROAD built a 57-storey skyscraper in just 19 days

BROAD built 58 factory-made buildings in 6 years, achieving the sustainable goal of

Magnitude 9 earthquake resistance, 5 times higher energy efficiency, and indoor air

quality 100 times cleaner than outdoor air

In 2018, BROAD developed the BROAD stainless steel B-CORE slab, replacing carbon

steel with stainless steel and halting production of carbon steel structure buildings

In 2021, BROAD successfully developed the Holon Building, which has triggered the

global initiative of "1000-year Holon Building protecting humanity"



Constructing 57 floors in 19 Days



Constructing an “impossible” F Tower



Constructing 10 Storeys in a Day





What is Holon Building?

Holon Building, BROAD's original innovation, is a unique type of stainless-steel

building. Its columns and beams are made of thick-wall stainless section steel

while its floor slabs are made of BROAD stainless-steel B-CORE Slab, which is

also BROAD's original creation that is ultra-light, yet ultra-strong. 

No concrete is used in the Holon Building. The structures, walls and windows, 

MEP and finishes are all made in the factory, just like limousine manufacturing, 

ensuring the best quality. The only procedure to be conducted on site is bolt 

connection.

Normally, 3 storeys can be erected per day on site. Each building module is

shipped as a standard 40ft container (actually no container is needed), enabling

convenient and low-cost worldwide transportation



What are highlights of Holon Building?

1. stainless steel buildings are of high durability and 

earthquake resistance

2. fresh air ensures quality life with 100% filtered fresh air 24/7

3. 22cm thermal insulation, 3 or 4-paned windows, fresh air

heat recovery cut CO2 emissions by 80 - 90% compared

with those of traditional buildings

4. flexible changes with walls or room layout, buildings can be 

disassembled and rebuilt.

5. high quality at a lower cost



B-CORE slab brazing technology: two steel plates are fused to each other by an array of 

extremely thin core tubes with copper foil in a 1100ºC brazing process.

Core technology: copper brazing



container-like transportation



Minimal freight:  Holon buildings for global transportation

International standard container modes (real container-free) are 

used for inland & ocean transportation. 





















Paradoxes of Holon Buildings

1. the world’s highest quality in construction, yet the lowest cost

2.the world’s lowest energy consumption, yet the highest indoor air quality 

3. the world’s most uniform-sized modular system, yet with the most varied 

building types and room types

4.the world’s shortest construction period, yet with the longest life
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